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First annual Riverside
bike parade in St. Cloud
Staff Report

Children, parents and community members donned their
helmets and saddled up on their
JQSM[I\\PMÅZ[\IVV]IT:Q^MZ[QLM
Bike Parade.
<PMÅZ[\:Q^MZ[QLM*QSM
Parade took place on Saturday at
Riverside Park in St. Cloud.
The parade started at 10 a.m.
with registration for participants
beginning at 9 a.m.
According to an event organizer, the bicycle parade was
centered around families and the
idea that there are inexpensive,
healthy ways for families to do
things together.
The event was free and open
\WIVaIOMOZW]X<PMÅZ[\
people to register received a free
t-shirt featuring the Riverside

Bike Parade logo. The event had
around 200 participants.
Participants could see bike
tuning demonstrations by Ben
Doon from Revolution Cycle and
Ski and learn more about bicycle
helmet safety from event volunteers before the parade began.
While they learned about
helmet safety, participants could
also buy bicycle helmets, provided
by the St. Cloud Hospital Trauma
Center, for $10. Helmets were
required for anyone who wanted
to ride a bicycle in the parade.
Free bottled beverages were
given to participants before and
after the parade, donated by Bernick’s Beverage and Vending of
Waite Park.
Bernick’s also had their new
bike trolley at the event which
lead the parade of cyclists. A

Bernick’s representative said the
Riverside Bike Parade was the
second event the bike trolley had
been at. It could seat a driver and
up to 10 cyclists.
Other sponsors of the Riverside Bike Parade included the
YMCA, I am MN nice, Spirit
92.9 FM, B.L.E.N.D. Fit Kids
Club, United Way of Central
Minnesota, the St. Cloud Area
Convention and Visitors Bureau,
and the City of St. Cloud.
After the parade, attendees
could enjoy watermelon at a feed
station and names were drawn for
several door prizes.
Two bicycles were donated by
Bernick’s to be given away as the
ÅVITLWWZXZQbM[
John Blommel, 10, and Zachary Ittel, 10, were the winners of
the donated bicycles.

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ben Doon, of Revolution Cycle and Ski, demonstrates how to
properly tune a bicycle.

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ryan Ott explains the route and outlines the parade. Nearly
200 hundred people participated in the parade.

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Participants line up to begin the parade. The parade began and ended at Riverside park.

SCSU tobacco-free policy
Staff Report

MOLLY WILLMS / MANAGING EDITOR

“SCSU Tobacco Free” signs have gone up around campus. The
signs tell of what phase two will be: a tobacco free campus.
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Students and community members who smoke
have seen a change in where they can or cannot
smoke. Phase I of the change in the Tobacco Use
Policy was implemented for the entire campus on
Monday.
The changes are part of a two-phase process to
eventually eliminate all tobacco use on any campus
property.
The Smoking Review Policy Task Force reviewed
the existing tobacco policy beginning in fall of 2010.
The Tobacco Use Policy Implementation &
Sustainability Committee will be responsible for
implementing the new policy.
8PI[M1KWV[Q[\[WN LM[QOVI\QVO[XMKQÅKIZMI[WV
campus on which it is permissible to smoke. It also
meant the removal of all smoking trash receptacles
from non-designated areas.
Phase I will last until August 1, 2012, when phase
11JMOQV[8PI[M11Q[\PMÅVITQUXTMUMV\I\QWVWN \PM
new smoking policy, making SCSU a completely
tobacco-free campus.
This means that no tobacco use – including
smokeless tobacco – will be permitted on campus
property. Smoking will be permitted in private
vehicles on campus provided that the tobacco user
demonstrates respect for others and the environment.

Captain America appeals to fans
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Captain America:
the First Avenger
appeals to Marvel
fans more than
movie fans.

Tobacco possession will still be permitted oncampus after Phase II is implemented.
During Phase I, the new policy will be mainly
peer-enforced. The committee does not plan to issue
citations during the transition year.
Tobacco use will remain prohibited within any
buildings on-campus.
Residential Life has yet to specify whether their
policies on possession within or use adjacent to
the residence halls will change separately from the
campus-wide policy.
The area affected, as stated previously on the
policy review website, is “All property within the following parameters: as far north as 4th Street S, as far
west as 5th Avenue/4th Avenue corridor, as far south
to 17th Street, and east to the river.”
During Phase I, cessation resources will become
more available to those wishing to end their tobacco
use.
Campus Health Services and campus Human
Resources departments will be working to provide
options for quitting, including the free access to Quitplan resources and other programs provided. Both
OZW]X[¼_MJ[Q\M[IVLWNÅKM[_QTTKWV\QV]M\WXZW^QLM
and expand resources for aiding in the cessation of
tobacco to students, faculty and staff.
Currently, “tobacco-free” window clings can be
seen around campus, often next to circular stains on
the ground where cigarette receptacles used to be.

Nick Maiers Husky pitcher
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The left-handed
Husky pitcher discloses his dreams
and goals in life.
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Losing sight on debt bill
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John Russett
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

?Q\P\PMLMJ\TQUQ\JQTT^W\MLWV
passed, and signed the nation can
JZMI\PMI[QOPWN ZMTQMN IP]OMKWTTMK\Q^M[QOPWN ZMTQMN;W\PMZM¼[aW]Z
K]M_PMVM^MZaW]¼ZMZMILa
<PQ[_W]TLJMITW\JM\\MZQN Q\
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_I[ITTI\WVKMJ]\WVMI\I\QUM
_WZS[I[_MTT7ZOM\IOZW]XWN 
NZQMVL[\WOM\PMZ\W[QUXTaLQ[K][[\PM
J]TTM\_MI[IKW]V\ZaLWLOML\PQ[
\QUMIZW]VL<PI\KW]TLJMR][\I[
KI\PIZ\QK
7ZUIaJM\PMZMQ[V¼\IOMVMZIT
KWV[MV[][I[\W_PI\R][\\WWSXTIKM
QV?I[PQVO\WV')N\MZITTQ\Q[\W]OP\W
LMKQXPMZ_PWKWUM[W]\WN \PQ[WVM
\PM_QVVMZ
1\KMZ\IQVTa_I[VW\\PM=;KZMLQ\
ZI\QVO_PQKP_I[LW_VOZILMLNZWU
)))\W))XT][WV.ZQLIa.WZ\PM
ÅZ[\\QUMQVPQ[\WZa\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[
WN )UMZQKILWM[VW\W_V\PM\WX\QMZ
KZMLQ\ZI\QVO
?WV¼\Q\JMQV\MZM[\QVO\W[Q\
IZW]VLIVLTQ[\MV\WM^MZaWVM¼[[\WZQM[
WN _PMZM\PMa_MZM_PMV\PMaÅZ[\

Tapping into
the smarter
side of comedy
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

.TQXXQVO\PZW]OP\PMKPIVVMT[WV<>Q\Q[^MZaKWUUWV
\WPMIZ\PMI]LQMVKMTI]OP
\ZIKS\PI\Q[XTIaMLQV[Q\KWU[
M^MZaW\PMZTQVM
?PI\¼[[WN]VVa'
8MZPIX[1IUR][\VW\
MI[QTaMV\MZ\IQVMLJ]\ITW\WN 
\QUM[[Q\KWU[[\IVL]XKWUMLQIV[IVLKWUMLaÅTU[[MMU
\WUQ[[UaN]VVaJWVM
<PMRWSM[NITTÆI\KPIZIK\MZ[KWUMWNN I[[QUXTa
]VTQSIJTMWZ\PM_ZQ\MZ[ZMIKP
NWZ[TIX[\QKS\PM_WZ[\WN ITT
KWUMLQKLM^QKM[
5W^QM[IZM\PM_WZ[\K]TXZQ\[WN KWUMLQKNIQT]ZM
?PMVXMWXTMTMIZV\PI\
1LWV¼\MVRWaOWQVO\WUW^QM[
TIJMTMLI[I¹KWUMLaº\PMa
WN\MV_WVLMZQN 1LWV¼\TQSM
PI^QVON]VWZTI]OPQVOI[_MTT
7N KW]Z[M1MVRWaIOWWL
TI]OPI[U]KPI[\PMVM`\XMZ[WVJ]\1PI^M[MMV[WUIVa
I_N]TKWUMLaUW^QM[\PI\
1¼^MXZIK\QKITTaOQ^MV]XPWXM
NWZ\PMOMVZM)T[W\PMZM¼[
nothing worse than wasting
PIZLMIZVMLUWVMaWVIJIL
UW^QMOWQVOM`XMZQMVKM
5IaJMM^MZaXMZ[WVÅVL[
LQNNMZMV\\PQVO[KWUQKITJ]\Q\
[\QTTIUIbM[PW_UIVa¹;KIZa
5W^QMºSVWKSWNN[PI^MJMMV
UILM
1PMIZLWVKM\PI\KWUMLa
KWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]QZM[I
PQOPMZTM^MTWN QV\MTTQOMVKM\W
KZMI\MIVLKWUXZMPMVL<PI\
KTIQUUISM[[MV[M_PMVaW]
KWUXIZMKWUMLa\WVWZUIT
KWV^MZ[I\QWV
?PMVaW]PI^MIV
M^MZaLIaKWV^MZ[I\QWV_Q\P
[WUMWVMWVTaISVW_TMLOM
WN \PMTIVO]IOMIVL_PI\Q[

happening at the moment is
ZMY]QZML\WKWUXZMPMVL_PI\
[WUMWVMQ[\ZaQVO\W[Ia
0W_M^MZ_PMV[WUMWVM
Q[\ZaQVO\W\MTTIRWSM\PMZM
VMML[\WJMI_QLMZSVW_TMLOM
JI[MQVWZLMZNWZ[IQLRWSM
\WUISM[MV[M*IKSOZW]VL
SVW_TMLOMWN \PM[M^MZIT
topics, knowing a person well
QV[QLMRWSM[IVLJMQVOK]Zrent with what is happening in
\PMVM_[IZMINM_M`IUXTM[
WN \PMJI[QK[VMMLML\W]VLMZ[\IVLOWWLKWUMLa
<PMJM[\KWUMLaKI[\[
I_QLMVM\QV\W[WKQM\aIVL
K]T\]ZMX]TTQVONZWUI^IZQM\a
WN [W]ZKM[\WKZMI\M[WUM\PQVO
N]VVaI[_MTTI[[\QU]TI\QVO
1V\MTTQOMV\KWUMLaLWM[V¼\
VMKM[[IZQTaUMIV\PMZMPI[
\WJMY]W\M[NZWU8TI\WWZI
LM\IQTML]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PM
_MI\PMZXI\\MZV[WV5IZ[
1V\MTTQOMV\KWUMLaU][\
NWZKM\PMZMKMQ^MZWN \PMUM[[IOM\WJMKPITTMVOML
1\[PW]TLUISMaW]\PQVS
NWZI[MKWVLI[aW]ZMKITTI
LQ[\IV\JQ\WN QVNWZUI\QWV
[\WZMLQVaW]ZUMUWZa
6W\WVTa_QTTaW]JMPIXXa
JMKI][MaW]ZMUMUJMZML
[WUM\PQVOWJ[K]ZM\PI\aW]
NWZOW\IJW]\J]\JMQVOIJTM\W
JMVLKWVKMX\[QV\WVM_N]VVa
QLMI[KIVPMTXaW]]VLMZ[\IVL
\PQVO[LQNNMZMV\Ta
1IOZMM\PI\KWUMLaQ[
WVMWN \PMPQOPM[\NWZU[WN 
KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL_PMV
LWVMZQOP\UISM[TQNMUWZM
MVRWaIJTM
People, movie-makers
M[XMKQITTaVMML\W\IXQV\W\PM
[UIZ\MZ[QLMWN KWUMLaUWZM
WN\MV;WKQM\a_W]TLJMITT\PM
JM\\MZNWZQ\

PMIZL\PM=;PILTW[\Q\[XZM[\QOQW][
KZMLQ\ZI\QVO'<PI\_QTTVM^MZPIXXMV
J]\NWZI[QUXWZ\IV\I[\PQ[KW]TL
XZW^M\WJMQ\Q[XW[[QJTMM^MZaWVM
[PW]TLJMXIaQVOITQ\\TMUWZMI\\MV\QWV\W_PI\M`IK\Ta\PQ[UMIV[
-^MVJMNWZM\PMVM_KZMLQ\ZI\QVO
_I[IVVW]VKML\PM[QUXTMNMIZWN I
downgrade in the credit rating sent
markets reeling, with the Dow Jones
LZWXXQVOW^MZXWQV\[<P]Z[LIa
_PQKP_I[\PMJQOOM[\LZWX[QVKM
7K\WJMZWN  
<ITSWN ILW]JTMLQXZMKM[[QWV
[MV\QV^M[\WZ[ÆMMQVONZWUZQ[SQMZ
QV^M[\UMV\[\W_IZLUWZM[\IJTM\ZILQVOOZW]VL
1N \PMZMQ[[]KPI\PQVOI[@IVI`
N]\]ZM[\PI\UQOP\VW\JMIJILXTIKM
\W[\IZ\

<PMZMQ[[XMK]TI\QWVI[_MTTWN \PM
=;NIKQVOITW[\LMKILM#U]KPTQSM
2IXIVLQLQV\PM!![IN\MZ\PMQZZMIT
M[\I\MIVL[\WKSJ]JJTM[J]Z[\1VI
_WZTL_PMZM[XMK]TI\QWVZ]TM[\PMLIa
[XMK]TI\QWVQ[\PQVO[IZMVW\OWWL
+PQVI\PMTIZOM[\NWZMQOVPWTLMZ
WN =;LMJ\PI[\ISMV\PMLW_VOZILMWN \PM=;KZMLQ\ZI\QVOI[IV
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\WX]JTQKTaJMZI\MW]Z
OW^MZVUMV\NWZITTW_QVOQ\[Å[KIT
PW][M\WJMQV[]KPLQ[IZZIa
7VM+PQVM[MWNÅKQIT[IQL\PM
OWWLWTLLIa[WN \PM=;JWZZW_QVO
Q\[_IaW]\WN ITTQ\[UM[[M[IZMW^MZ
5IaJMQN _MOM\+PQVIIZMITTa
VQKM¹<PQVSQVOWN AW]ºKIZLWVM
_Q\P[WUM\PQVOITZMILa_ZQ\\MVQV
Q\JMKI][MKIZL_ZQ\MZ[SVW_W]Z
\PW]OP\[[W_MTT\PMa_QTTÅZM\PI\

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the editor.

VM`\_IZVQVO[PW\ITQ\\TMN]Z\PMZNZWU
W]ZJW_
;W_PI\LWM[\PQ[ITTUMIV'
1\UMIV[\PI\\PMK]T\]ZMQV?I[PQVO\WV\PM[MLIa[Q[^Q[QJTM\W\PMZM[\
WN \PM_WZTL
1\UMIV[\PI\M`\MVLQVO\PMLMJ\
TQUQ\LQLV¼\NWWTIVaWVM<PMZMQ[[\QTT
I\ZMUMVLW][IUW]V\WN _WZS\WJM
LWVMQV?I[PQVO\WVIVLVWWVMPI[
IVaKWVÅLMVKMQV\PMXMWXTM[MV\
\PMZM\WOM\Q\LWVM
5WZM\PIVIVa\PQVOQ\UMIV[\PI\
_QVVQVOIVLTW[QVO[PW]TLVW\JMI
XIZ\WN W]ZXWTQ\QKQIV[¼^WKIJ]TIZa
_Q\P\PMM`KMX\QWVWN I<]M[LIaM^MZa
VW_IVL\PMVQV6W^MUJMZ?PMVever there is a loser in the political
IZMVI\PMZMQ[ZIZMTaI_QVVMZ

Quote of the Day

¹,
QNÅK]T\QM[IZM\PQVO[\PI\
[PW_IXMZ[WV_PI\\PMaIZMº

?MJ___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
-UIQTWXQVQWV[(]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
5IQT;\M_IZ\0ITT;+;=;\+TW]L56

-XQK\M\][

Adventures of a single girl
4M\UMJMOQVJa[IaQVO
\PI\1IUIXZWNM[[QWVIT
[QVOTMOQZT
1¼^MJMMVNZMM\WZWIU
NWZW^MZÅ^MaMIZ[WN Ua
[PWZ\TQNMIN\MZIVI[\a[MXIZI\QWVNZWUITW^M\PI\TQ^ML
UQTM[IVLIVWKMIV
I_Ia
1¼^M[XMV\\PI\\QUMTQ^ing, learning, dating, makQVOUQ[\ISM[IVLMVRWaQVO
Molly Willms
UaW_VKWUXIVaXMZPIX[I
COLUMNIST
JQ\\WWU]KP
)N\MZI_MMSKWV[Q[\QVOWN OM\\QVO\PMKWTL[PW]TLMZNZWU
IO]aITUW[\\MVaMIZ[Ua[MVQWZIVLOM\\QVOIUQ[XTIKML
XQ\aWVUMLI\MNZWUIO]a1¼LTQSMLNWZY]Q\MI_PQTM1
\PW]OP\1¼L\Za[WUM\PQVOVM_"WVTQVMLI\QVO
1\¼[IT_Ia[[MMUMLTQSM[WUM\PQVONWZXMWXTMU]KPWTLMZ
IVLWZTM[[W]\OWQVO\PIV11¼UT]KSaMVW]OP\WPI^MIJQO
KQZKTMWN NZQMVL[IVLIUVW\[PaIJW]\ÆQZ\QVO_Q\PIUIV
1¼UI\\ZIK\ML\W
1LMKQLMLPW_M^MZ\WY]Q\_Q\P\PMR]LOUMV\\PQVOIVL
OQ^MQ\IOW#QN NWZVWW\PMZZMI[WV\PIV\W[MM_PI\_I[W]\
\PMZMIVLUIaJM[XMVL.ZQLIaVQOP\LWQVO[WUM\PQVOW\PMZ
\PIVLZQVSQVO\MIIVLZMILQVO;PMZTWKS0WTUM[
<PMINWZMUMV\QWVMLQ[Ja\PM_IaUaNI^WZQ\M\PQVO\W
LWWN I.ZQLIaVQOP\J]\1ÅO]ZMLI\1W]OP\\WJZWILMV
UaPWZQbWV[
1ZMOQ[\MZMLIXZWÅTMWVIXWX]TIZNZMMLI\QVO[Q\MIUWVO
aW]VOXMWXTMIVL_IQ\ML
)NM_O]a[_MZM^MZaNWZ_IZLJMQVO^MZaPWVM[\\PI\
ITT\PMa_IV\ML_I[IXPa[QKITKWUXIVQWV<PMaLQLV¼\[Ia
Q\QV[]KPSQVLWZXZWNM[[QWVIT\MZU[J]\1OW\\PMUM[[IOM
VWVM\PMTM[[IVLXWTQ\MTaLQ[ZMOIZLML\PMQZUM[[IOM[
)NM_UMVOW\^MZa[MZQW][^MZaY]QKSTa<PMa_MZM
SQVL[W1_I[SQVLQVZM\]ZVJ]\M^MV\]ITTa1PIL\WK]\
WNN KWV\IK\"\PM[M_MZMXMWXTM1JIZMTaSVM_\ITSQVO\WUM

IJW]\UIZZQIOMIVLUW^QVOQVAQSM[ 1\PW]OP\1PILUILM
Q\KTMIZ1_I[V¼\TWWSQVONWZIVa\PQVO[MZQW][J]\IXXIZMV\Ta
VW\KTMIZMVW]OP
)KW]XTMXMWXTM_MZMSQVLIVLQV\MZM[\QVO\W\ITS\W
1¼UT]KSaMVW]OP\WPI^MOIQVMLINZQMVLWZ\_WNZWU\PQ[
M`XMZQMVKM
4]KSaNWZUMWVMO]aNZWUINIZ_MTTVWZ\P_M[\MZV
5QVVM[W\I_MV\W]\[QLMPQ[QUUMLQI\MIZMIIVLNW]VLUa
XZWÅTMQV\MZM[\QVO?MJW\PTQSMXWTQ\QK[IVLPI^M[QUQTIZ
\I[\M[QV<>UW^QM[IVLJWWS[
5W[\QUXWZ\IV\WN ITTI[1PI^MTMIZVMLQVUaaMIZ[WN 
[QVOTMLWU_I[\PI\PM\ZMI\MLUM_MTT;WUIVaO]a[PI^M
\PMXMZNMK\[MV[MWN P]UWZIZMQV\MTTQOMV\IVLPI^MOZMI\
\PQVO[OWQVONWZ\PMUJ]\R][\KIV¼\JZQVO\PMU[MT^M[\W
ZM[XMK\WZJMSQVL\W\PMOQZT\PMa¼ZM[MMQVO
<PIVSN]TTaQVPQU1NW]VLITT\PM[M\PQVO[
.WZPQU1LQL[WUM\PQVO1\PW]OP\1¼LVM^MZLW"UM\
[WUMWVMQVXMZ[WV1¼LWVTaSVW_VNZWUWVTQVM0M[KZIXML
\WOM\PMZ\PMUWVMa\WKWUM[MMUM_PWTQ^ML\PZMMPW]Z[
I_Ia
4WVO[\WZa[PWZ\_M¼ZMVW_IVQ\MU1\¼[]VNIUQTQIZ\MZZQ\WZaNWZUMJ]\[WNIZQ\¼[Y]Q\MMVRWaIJTM
?PI\Q[\PMXWQV\WN ITT\PQ[aW]I[S'
1¼UOTIL1_MV\W]\[QLMUaKWUNWZ\bWVM_PMVQ\KIUM
\WLI\QVO?PM\PMZQ\¼[WXMVQVOIVWVTQVMLI\QVOXZWÅTM
OWQVO\W\PMJIZITWVMWZI[SQVOW]\\PI\TWVO\QUMIKY]IQV\IVKMQ\¼[IOWWL\PQVO\WX][PaW]ZXMZ[WVITTQUQ\[NWZTW^M
WZNZQMVL[PQX
1_MV\QV\W\PQ[M`XMZQMVKMM`XMK\QVO\WKWUMW]\WV
\PMW\PMZ[QLM]VKPIVOMLIVL[\QTTPIXXQTa[QVOTM1KMZ\IQVTa
LQLV¼\M`XMK\\WNITTQVTW^M_Q\PIO]a_PW\ZMI\[UMIUIbQVOTa_MTTUISM[UMTI]OPIVLQ[KIXIJTMWN PWTLQVOI
KIX\Q^I\QVOKWV^MZ[I\QWV
1PI^MVWQLMI_PMZM\PQVO[_QTTMVL]X_Q\P\PMO]a1¼U
[MMQVOJ]\1¼U^MZaM`KQ\ML\WÅVLW]\
1N aW]\ISMIZQ[S[WUM\QUM[aW]OM\_PI\aW]_IV\IVL
[WUM\QUM[aW]LWV¼\1N aW]LWV¼\\ISMIZQ[S\PW]OPaW]
LWV¼\OM\IVa\PQVO

Magazine shouldn’t exploit young children as models

Kyra Loch
COLUMNIST

It is common knowledge that there are
[XMKQÅKJMI]\a[\IVLIZL[W]ZK]T\]ZMPWTL[NWZ
JW\PUMVIVL_WUMV
5IOIbQVM[\MTM^Q[QWVIVLXWXK]T\]ZM
PMI^QTaQVÆ]MVKMW]Z[WKQM\a¼[JMI]\a[\IVLIZL[
and we learn how we are expected to look and
JMPI^MNZWU\PM[MQVÆ]MVKM[

*MI]\a[\IVLIZL[NWZ_WUMVPI^MWN\MV
JMMVKWV\ZW^MZ[QITM[XMKQITTaQVZMOIZL[\W\PM
IUW]V\WN [M`IXXMITI_WUIV[PW]TLPI^M
IVL[PW_KI[M
7VMXIZ\QK]TIZUIOIbQVM[XZMILQVIVQ[[]MWN .ZMVKP>WO]M_Q\PQV\PMXI[\aMIZPI[
KI][ML[WUMKWV\ZW^MZ[aZMKMV\Ta
<PM[XZMILNMI\]ZM[.ZMVKPUWLMT<PaTIVM
4MVI:W[M*TWVLMI]XPW\WOZIXPML_Q\PPMI^a
UISM]XITW_K]\LZM[[IVL[SaPQOP[\QTM\\W[
_PQTM[XZI_TMLIKZW[[IJMLQVI[ML]K\Q^MXW[M
<PQ[IK\]ITTa[W]VL[Y]Q\M\aXQKITWN XPW\W[
QVIPQOPNI[PQWVUIOIbQVM[XZMIL0W_M^MZ
QV\PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZ[Q\]I\QWV\PMUWLMTQV\PM
UQLLTMWN \PM[KIVLITQ[WVTaaMIZ[WTL
<PMZMIZMKW]V\TM[[UWLMT[IVLIK\ZM[[M[
W]\\PMZMQV\PM_WZTL\PI\IZMWN IXXZWXZQI\M
IOM\WJMNMI\]ZMLQV[]KPI[XZMILI[\PQ[WVM
1\LWM[VW\UISM[MV[M\WKZMI\M\PI\SQVLWN 
XPW\W[\WZa][QVOIaMIZWTLUWLMT
;WUMUIaKWV[QLMZ\PMXPW\W[\WJM»MLOa¼

WZ»X][PQVO\PMMV^MTWXM¼J]\Q\Q[QVNIK\KZMMXa
IVLPQOPTaQVIXXZWXZQI\M
<PMZMQ[ITZMILaKI][MNWZITIZU_Q\P
PW_U]KPW]Z[WKQM\aNWK][M[WV[M`IXXMIT
IVL][M[Q\QVIL^MZ\Q[MUMV\[IVLQVÆ]MV\QIT
X]JTQKI\QWV[<PMZMQ[IT[WKI][MNWZITIZU_Q\P
\PMOZW_QVO\ZMVLWN NMI\]ZQVOIVL[M`]ITQbQVO
aW]VOOQZT[
1N TQ\\TMOQZT[[MM[WUMWVM\PMQZIOM_Q\P
\PI\U]KPUISM]XWVIVL_MIZQVOILZM[[K]\
LW_V\WPMZVI^MT\PMa_QTTI[[]UM\PI\Q[PW_
\PMa[PW]TLLZM[[IVLPW_XMWXTM_QTT_IV\\W
XMZKMQ^M\PMU
1N _MKWV\QV]M\W][MUWLMT[TQSM*TWVLMI]
QVXPW\W[\PI\IZMVW\IXXZWXZQI\MNWZ\PMQZIOM
Q\WVTa\MIKPM[OQZT[I\IaW]VOIOM\PQ[Q[PW_
XMWXTM_IV\\PMU\WJMPI^MIVLLZM[[
.MI\]ZQVOaW]VOOQZT[TQSM\PQ[IT[WOQ^M[
\PMUI[MV[MWN ITW[[WN QVVWKMVKM
/QZT[\PI\aW]VO[PW]TLJMMVRWaQVO\PMQZ
KPQTLPWWLJ]\QV[\MILNMMT\PI\\PMZMQ[IZ][P

\WOZW_]X
AW]VOUWLMT[TQSM*TWVLMI]NMI\]ZMLQV
.ZMVKP>WO]MIZMJMQVOXTIKMLQVI[Q\]I\QWV
[]Q\MLUWZMNWZIVIL]T\
6WZUITaMIZWTL[UIaXTIaLZM[[]X
_Q\P\PMQZUWU[¼KW[UM\QK[IVLNIVKaKTW\PM[
J]\UW[\LWVW\XZIK\QKM[XZI_TQVOIKZW[[\PM
JMLIVLÆI[PQVO[ML]K\Q^MOTIVKM[
AM[[PMQ[[\]VVQVOTaXZM\\aIVL1¼U[]ZM
[PMQ[IOZMI\UWLMT
0W_M^MZ[PM[PW]TLJMMQ\PMZJWWSQVORWJ[
\PI\IZMUWZMIOMIXXZWXZQI\MWZ_IQ\QVO]V\QT
[PMQ[WN XZWXMZIOM\WIXXMIZQVXPW\WOZIXP[
TQSM\PMWVM[\PI\_MZM][ML

The opinions expressed on the Opinions
page are not necessarily those of the college,
university system or student body.
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‘Cowboys & Aliens’ entertains, doesn’t amaze
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

8WX]TIZK]T\]ZM¼[XWZ\ZIaITWN \PM?QTL?M[\I\\PM\]ZV
WN \PM\_MV\QM\PKMV\]ZaZMKMV\Ta_I[ITQ\\TMN]Z\PMZZMUW^MLNZWUZMITQ\a_Q\P\PMZMTMI[MWN ¹+W_JWa[)TQMV[º
+W_JWa[)TQMV[ÅZ[\KIUMW]\QVI[IXIOM
OZIXPQKVW^MTJa8TI\QV]U;\]LQW[=VQ^MZ[ITIVL,ZMIU_WZS[JI[ML\PMVM_ÅTUWNN WN \PMKWUQK
;\IZZQVO,IVQMT+ZIQOI[\PMPIZLMVMLW]\TI_2ISM
4WVMZOIV¹+W_JWa[)TQMV[º\ISM[XTIKMQV)ZQbWVIQV
 
0IZZQ[WV.WZLIVIK\WZ_Q\PITWVOPQ[\WZaWN JMQVOKI[\
QV[KQMVKMÅK\QWVIVLIK\QWVÅTU[XTIa[?WWLZW_,WTIZPaLMI_MIT\PaIVL[]ZTaZIVKPW_VMZ
<PMJM[\XIZ\WN \PMÅTUQ[QV\PMÅZ[\NM_[KMVM[<PM
WXMVQVO[PW\Q[WN +ZIQOTaQVOQV\PMUQLLTMWN ILM[MZ\
TWWSQVOI[\PW]OPPMPI[ZMKMV\TaJMMVJMI\]XIVLZWJJML
+ZIQOQ[QVR]ZMLIVLPI[I[\ZIVOMUM\ITJZIKMTM\WVPQ[
_ZQ[\\PI\PMKIV¼\OM\WNN1\[MMU[I[\PW]OPPMQ[KWVN][ML
IJW]\PW_PMMVLML]XQV\PM[\I\MPM¼[QV
;]LLMVTaIOZW]XWN UMVWVPWZ[M[ZQLM]XIVL[]ZZW]VL+ZIQO<PMaPI^M[KITX[PIVOQVONZWU\PMQZPWZ[M[
IVLI[S+ZIQONWZLQZMK\QWV[NWZ\W\PMVMIZM[\\W_V
+ZIQO[Ia[VW\PQVOIVL\PM[\ZIVOMZ[LMKQLM\W\ZaIVL
\ISM+ZIQO\W\PM[PMZQNN \W[MMQN \PMZM¼[IZM_IZLJMQVOWNNMZMLNWZPQU
?Q\PW]\I_WZL+ZIQO\ISM[LW_V\PMOZW]XWN UMVQV
IVMV\MZ\IQVQVOIK\QWV[MY]MVKMUISQVOPQ[KPIZIK\MZW]\
\WJMIJILI[[KW_JWaIZWTM_PQKPPMN]TÅTT[NWZ\PMZM[\WN 
\PMÅTU
)N\MZPMZWJ[\PMUMVNWZ[WUMKTW\PM[_MIXWV[UWVMa
IVLIPWZ[M+ZIQOZQLM[QV\W\PM[UITTL][\a\W_VWN )J[W-

lution.
)[MZQM[WN M^MV\[NWZKM[+ZIQO\W\MIU]X_Q\P.WZLIVL
7TQ^QI?QTLM¼[KPIZIK\MZ-TTI;_MV[WVI[\PMaOWQV[MIZKP
WN Ua[\MZQW][KZMI\]ZM[\PI\SQLVIXPITN \PMKQ\QbMV[WN 
Absolution in one night.
<PMUIQVY]M[\QWV\PI\Q[ZIQ[MLJa\PMKWVKMX\WN KW_JWa[ÅOP\QVOITQMV[Q[PW_\WTM^MT\PMXTIaQVOÅMTL
7VM_W]TLI[[]UM\PMITQMV[IZMOWQVO\WPI^MI[XIKM[PQX[IVLUWZMIL^IVKML\MKPVWTWOa[WQ\_I[QV\MZM[\QVO
\W[MMPW_\PM_ZQ\MZ[_MZMOWQVO\WUISMQ\KTW[M\WINIQZ
ÅOP\
:QOP\I_Ia+ZIQO_I[OQ^MVI_MIXWV\PMUM\ITJZIKMTM\\WÅOP\WNN \PMITQMV[0MLWM[V¼\ZMUMUJMZPW_PMOW\
\PMKWV\ZIX\QWV]V\QTTI\MZQV\PMÅTUIVLQ\Q[\PMWVTa\PQVO
\PI\[MMU[\WP]Z\\PMITQMV[I\ÅZ[\
-TTI;_MV[WV\]ZV[W]\\WJMIVW\PMZ[MKZM\_MIXWV\W
PMTX\PMOZW]XM[XMKQITTaI[\PMÅVITJI\\TMLZI_[KTW[MZ
.WZPI^QVO[]KPIKPITTMVOQVOKWVKMX\\WJZQVO\WTQNMWV
\PMJQO[KZMMV¹+W_JWa[)TQMV[ºLWM[ILMKMV\RWJ
<PMWTL_M[\NMMTWN \PMUW^QMQ[V¼\W^MZLWVMIVLVMQther are the aliens.
<PM[XMKQITMNNMK\[_MZMXZM\\aOWWLM[XMKQITTa_PMVQ\
KIUM\W\PMITQMV[XIKMKZIN\[J]\\PMZM_I[TM[[IK\QWVQV\PM
ÅTU\PIVM`XMK\ML_Q\PWVTaINM_JI\\TM[KMVM[
5]KPWN \PMVMIZTa\_WPW]ZÅTU_I[\ISMV]X_Q\P\PM
KW_JWa[IVLOQZT\ZI^MTQVOIKZW[[\PMKW]V\Za[QLM\ZIKSQVO
the aliens.
<PMIK\QVOM[XMKQITTaJa+ZIQOUISM[\PMÅTUMVRWaIJTM
IVL_WZ\P[MMQVO1VNIK\XMZPIX[+ZIQO[PW]TLKWV[QLMZ
[\IZZQVOQVI\ZILQ\QWVIT_M[\MZVÅTU#PMKW]TLJM\PMVM`\
+TQV\-I[\_WWL
.WZ\PW[M_PWMVRWa[KQMVKMÅK\QWV¹+W_JWa[)TQMV[º_QTTMV\MZ\IQV
VW\IUIbM

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.MOVIEFANATIC.COM

‘Cowboys & Aliens’ follows the 2006 comic created
by Platinum Studios.

RATING:

‘Nefertiti,
Queen of Egypt’
engages readers
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

6MNMZ\Q\Q9]MMVWN -OaX\,I]OP\MZWN -\MZVQ\a _I[
IUI[\MZN]TLMXQK\QWVWN )VKQMV\-OaX\5QKPMTTM5WZOIV_ZW\MIT][PVW^MTJI[MLWVPQ[\WZQKITM^QLMVKMWN \PM
LI]OP\MZWN I>QbQMZ\W8PIZIWP)U]VPW\MX\PM5IOVQÅKMV\
>QbQMZ)aPIL\_WLI]OP\MZ[6MNMZ\Q\QIVL5]\VWLRUM\
5]\Va6MNMZ\Q\QJMKIUM\PM+PQMN ?QNM\W\PMN]\]ZM8PIZIWPWN -OaX\)U]VPW\MX5WZOIVLM[KZQJMLM`Y]Q[Q\MTa
\PMKQ\QM[IVLXMWXTMWN )VKQMV\-OaX\<PMVW^MTJZW]OP\
Q\[ZMILMZ[QV\W\PMPMIZ\WN \ZMIKPMZaLM[QZMIVL]T\QUI\M
XW_MZ
6MNMZ\Q\QIVL5]\VaOZM_]XQV)SPUQUI[UITT\W_V
J]\\ZI^MTML\W<PMJM[NWZ6MNMZ\Q\Q\WUIZZa<PQ[_I[\PM
TMOIKa\PI\_W]TLXTIKM\PMQZNIUQTaQVM\MZVQ\a)NIUQTa\PI\
_QMTLMLTQUQ\TM[[XW_MZIVL_W]TLJMZMUMUJMZMLNWZM^MZ
<PI\_I[_PI\6MNMZ\Q\Q_IV\ML
<PZW]OPW]\\PMJWWS5WZOIVLM[KZQJM[[KMVM[WN I
KZIbML8PIZIWP_PWaMIZVML\WJMZMUMUJMZMLIVLTW^ML
JaPQ[XMWXTM0Q[_QNM_PWTI\MZJMKIUM8PIZIWPWN -OaX\
PMZ[MTN_QMTLMLXW_MZ\PI\_I[]VUI\KPMLJaIVa>QbQMZQV
their lifetime.
5WZOIV_ZW\M\PMVW^MT\PZW]OP\PMMaM[WN 5]\Va
;Q[\MZWN \PM+PQMN ?QNM<PMKTW[M[\KWVÅLIV\WN 6MNMZ\Q\Q
IVL_MTLMLQV\WINIUQTaN]TTWN XWTQ\QKITOIUM[
5]\VaLM[KZQJM[\PMXW_MZPMZNIUQTaPI[VW\QVO_PI\Q\
PI[KW[\\WOM\\PMZMIVLLMKQ[QWV[[PMU][\KPWW[M
0MZ[Q[\MZ¼[P][JIVL\]ZVMLPQ[JIKSWV\PMOWLWN 
-OaX\IVLKZMI\MLPQ[W_VOWL0M\ZQM[J]QTLQVO\MUXTM[
IVLIVM_KIXQ\ITaM\PMNIQT[\WZMKWOVQbM\PMJWIZLMZ[\PI\
IZMJMQVO\PZMI\MVML
/MVMZIT[QVPQ[IZUaZQ[M]XQVLMÅIVKM_Q[PQVO\W
ÅOP\\PMQV^ILMZ[J]\IZMNWZKML\WJ]QTL\PM8PIZIWP¼[KQ\a
6MNMZ\Q\Q[MKZM\Ta[MVL[UWVMa\W\PMNM_\ZWWX[ÅOP\QVO\W
NWZKM\PMQV^ILMZ[JIKSIVLLQ[O]Q[M[\PMUWVMaQV\PMVIUM
WN J]QTLQVOXZWRMK\[\W\PMVM_OWL
5]\VaQ[NIKML_Q\PI\ZMUMVLW][LMKQ[QWV\WÆMM_Q\P
PMZTW^M/MVMZIT6ISP\UQV\WTQ^MIXMIKMN]TTQNMI_IaNZWU
\PMXITIKM[IVLXWTQ\QKITOIUM[WZ\W[\Ia_Q\PPMZNIUQTa
IVLKWV\QV]M\WXTIaISMaZWTMQV\PMXWTQ\QKITIZMVI
<PZW]OP\PMZIOMWN 8PIZIWPPQ[OZMMLIVLPQ[IZZWOIVKMPMLQM[IOZ]M[WUMLMI\PIN\MZLM[\ZWaQVOXIZ\[WN PQ[
VM_TaJ]QT\KQ\a6MNMZ\Q\QQ[TMN\_Q\P\PZMMWN PMZ[Q`KPQTLZMV
IVLNWZKML\WZ]TM-OaX\WVPMZW_V
:MQV[\I\QVO\PMWTLOWLWN -OaX\[PMLMUWV[\ZI\ML\PM
\]ZV\W_IZL[\PMWTL-OaX\I_IaNZWU\PMMZIWN \PM0MZM\QK8PIZIWP
1VUISQVOPMZLMKQ[QWV[PMKZMI\MLMVMUQM[XZQM[\[WN 
\PMOWLPMZP][JIVLQV[\I\MLI[\PMOWLWN -OaX\;PMTMN\
\PMKQ\aPMZIVLPMZP][JIVLJ]QT\ZM\]ZVQVO\W<PMJM[\W
Z]TMITTWN -OaX\I[8PIZIWP
<PMJWWSQ[INI[KQVI\QVO[\WZa\PI\_QTTOQ^M\PMZMILMZ
IOTQUX[MWN _PI\TQNMUIaPI^MJMMVTQSMQV)VKQMV\-OaX\
1\Q[IVMI[aZMIL\PI\_QTTUISMaW]SMMX\]ZVQVO\PMXIOM[
]V\QT\PM^MZaMVL
<PMVW^MTMV\IVOTM[\PMZMILMZIVL_QVL[\PMU\PZW]OPTW^MPMIZ\IKPM
TW[[XWTQ\QKITOIUM[IVL\PM[\ZMVO\PWN NIUQTa

RATING:

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.JAYMCKINNON.COM

‘Captian America: The First Avenger’ displays the story line of the original comic, with a modern twist.

Audiences ‘Marvel’ at Captain America
Samantha South

IVL;KPUQL\PI^M\_W^MZaLQNNMZMV\UMIV[NWZ\PM[MZ]U
:WOMZ[_I[[XMKQÅKITTaKPW[MVNWZPQ[TWaIT\a_Q\[KWVMARQUEE EDITOR
[KQMVKMIVLXM\Q\MJWLaNWZ\PMM`XMZQUMV\
<PMVM_M[\5IZ^MTÅTU+IX\IQV)UMZQKIUIZ^MTML
;KPUQL\Q[\PMPMILWN 6IbQ/MZUIVa¼[[MKZM\0ANIV[_Q\PQ\[PQ[\WZQKKWUQK[\WZaTQVM_PQTMLQ[XTIaQVOI
,:)ZM[MIZKPLMXIZ\UMV\IVLQ[QV[MIZKPNWZIK]JM\PI\
VM_UWLMZV\_Q[\
PI[\PM]T\QUI\MXW_MZ[W]ZKM?PMV;KPUQL\ÅVL[\PQ[
.WZ\PMXI[\NM_aMIZ[5IZ^MTKWUQK[PI^MUILMI
]T\QUI\MXW_MZ[W]ZKMPM][M[Q\NWZ\PM_IZIOIQV[\\PM
KWUMJIKS_Q\PUWLMZVLIaÅTU[WN \PMKWUQKPMZWM[
=;IVL\PM[WTLQMZ[ÅOP\QVOIOIQV[\\PM6IbQ[+IX\IQV
:MKMV\Ta\PM)^MVOMZKWUQKUMUJMZ[PI^MJMMV[XTQ\QV\W )UMZQKIPQ[JM[\NZQMVL*]KSa*IZVM[;MJI[\QIV;\IV
[MXIZI\MÅTU[\WLQ[XTIa\PMQZ[\WZQM[QVLQ^QL]ITTa+IX\IQV
IVL\PMZM[\WN PQ[NWTTW_MZ[IZMÅOP\QVO\W[\WX;KPUQL\
)UMZQKI"<PM.QZ[\)^MVOMZ_I[\PMUW[\ZMKMV\ÅTU\W
IVL\PM0A,:)TWKI\QWV[I[_MTTI[MVL\PM_IZ_Q\P
KWUMW]\
Hitler.
-^MVNWZ\PW[M_PWPI^MVW\ZMIL\PM)^MVOMZKWUQK[
.WZITT\PW[M\Z]M5IZ^MTKWUQKNIV[\PQ[ÅTU[PW_[Q\[
+IX\IQV)UMZQKI"<PM.QZ[\)^MVOMZQ[WVMNWZITT\W[MM
)UMZQKIVKWTWZ[<PMKWVVMK\QWV[JM\_MMV[\WZaTQVM[WN 
IVLIXXZMKQI\MAM\\W]VLMZ[\IVLM^MZaLM\IQTIVLKWV<WVa;\IZS[IVL1ZWV5IV<ZIV[NWZUMZ[IVL\PM[M\]X
VMK\QWV\WW\PMZ5IZ^MT[\WZQM[XTIKML_Q\PQV\PMÅTUaW] NWZITT)^MVOMZKWUQKÅTU[\WKWUM[\IVLW]\\PZW]OPW]\
UIaVMML\WZMILJMNWZM_I\KPQVO
\PMÅTU
+IX\IQV)UMZQKI"<PM.QZ[\)^MVOMZ[[PW_[\PI\IPMZW
<PMMNNMK\[IZMLMÅVQ\MTa\PMZMNWZ\PMKWUQKNIV[I[
KIVJMUILMW]\WN M^MV\PM[UITTM[\IVL_MISM[\XMZ[WV
well as others who are not so in tune with the stories.
<PMÅTUQ[[M\QV\PM\QUMWN ?WZTL?IZ11IVL\PM
<PQVSQVOZMITQ[\QKITTaWV[WUMWN \PM[KMVM[Q[V¼\ZMKWU[\IZ\\W\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[ÅOP\QVOIOIQV[\\PM6IbQ[;\M^M
UMVLMLI[Q\Q[JI[ML]XWVÅK\QWV
:WOMZ[+PZQ[-^IV[I[UITTSQLNZWU6M_AWZSPI[I
<PMLM\IQT[IVLKWVVMK\QWV\W\PMWZQOQVIT+IX\IQV
JQOLZMIU·\W[MZ^MPQ[KW]V\ZaQV\PM_IZIOIQV[\0Q\TMZ
)UMZQKIKWUQKPI[Q\[OWWLIVLJILNMI\]ZM[,M\IQT[QV
AM\JMQVO[UITTIVLX]VaIUWVO[\IÆWWLWN [\ZWVOUMV \PM[M\\QVOWN XTIKMIVLMZI_MZMJWTLIVL_MTTM[\IJTQ[PML
:WOMZ[NIQT[I\M^MZaI\\MUX\I\MVTQ[\QVOPQU[MTN.QVITTa
J]\INM_KPIVOM[NZWU\PMWZQOQVITKWUQKKIVKWVN][M
:WOMZ[Q[KPW[MVNWZI[KQMV\QÅKM`XMZQUMV\QVKZMI\QVOI
NIV[IJW]\\PMVM`\ÅTU[\WKWUM.]\]ZM)^MVOMZÅTU[
[]XMZ[WTLQMZ
_QTTLMÅVQ\MTaPI^MIVM_KPIVOMWN XIKMNZWU\PMWZQOQVIT
?Q\PI[XMKQIT[MZ]U:WOMZ[[]KKMML[QVJMKWUQVOI
5IZ^MTKWUQK[
[]XMZ[WTLQMZ#\ITTMZ[\ZWVOMZNI[\MZIVL]T\QUI\MTaJZI^MZ
<PMJQOOM[\XZWJTMU\PW]OPQ[\PMIUW]V\WN 5IZ0MNZWU\PMVWVQ[KWV[QLMZML+IX\IQV)UMZQKI<PQ[
^MTKWUQK[KWUQVOW]\QV\WÅTU[;XQLMZUIV;]XMZUIV
XZWRMK\_I[LM[QOVML\WKZMI\MIUI[[WN []XMZ[WTLQMZ[
*I\UIV1ZWV5IV<ZIV[NWZUMZ[IVL\PMVM_<PWZÅTU
LMXMVLQVOWV\PMZM[]T\[AM\_PMV\PM[MZ]U_WZS[\PM
ZMITTaLQ[XTIa\PQ[?Q\P\PQ[VM_PMZWKWUQVOW]\Q\Q[I
[KQMV\Q[\_PWKZMI\MLQ\Q[I[[I[[QVI\MLIVL\PMWVTaW\PMZ
LWWZWXMVQVONWZUIVaUWZM\WKWUM
1N TWWSQVONWZIVM_[]XMZPMZW\W[MM+IX\IQV)UMZQKI"<PM.QZ[\
serum is broken.
)^MVOMZQ[IOWWLKPWQKMI\\PMJW`WNÅKMAM\M`XMK\I\QWV[NWZIVMVL\W
:WOMZ[Q[V¼\\PMÅZ[\\WPI^M\ZQML\PQ[[XMKQIT[MZ]U
KWUMIVa\QUM[WWVWV\PM[M5IZ^MTKWUQKUW^QM[[PW]TLV¼\JML_MTTMLWV
\PW]OP2WPIVV;KPUQL\0]OW?MI^QVOIT[WSVW_VI[
\PM:ML;S]TTPIL\ZQML\PM[MZ]UMIZTaWV_PMVQ\_I[V¼\
Y]Q\MZMILaIVLPI[[QLMMNNMK\[NZWU\PMKPMUQKIT:WOMZ[
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BMX Nationals hosted in St. Cloud
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

National BMX races were held in St.
Cloud over the weekend. The three-day event
started Friday and wrapped up on Sunday
afternoon.
With about 750 competitors from 28 states,
Canada, Latvia, Argentina, Puerto Rico and
+WTWUJQI8QVM^QM_Q[\PMÅZ[\5QVVM[W\I\ZIKS
\PI\PW[\MLIV7TaUXQKY]ITQÅMZ
Many competitors are competing for points
to qualify for the Olympic team.
With 350 tracks in the United States,
the American Bicycle Association (ABA) has
70,000 members in over 49 states.
In 1977 the ABA was created to for a
national sanctioning body of organized Bicycle
2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:
Motocross. The ABA is responsible for creating
*5@ 5MV¼[ -TQ\M \WX ÅVQ[PMZ[ NZWU a safe sport with rules and regulations that
TMN\\WZQOP\",MVbMT;\MQVXTIKMLÅZ[\ must be followed by all, creating a fun environIVL,MVVQ[WV;UQ\PXTIKML\PQZL
ment for participants.

The sport which started with kids in
+ITQNWZVQI_PWZWLM\PMQZJQKaKTM[NWZIÅTU
called “On Any Sunday” spread throughout
the country and caused many kids to simulate
tricks that the motorcycle counterparts were
creating. This was in the early 1970s.
The Land O Lakes National leaders that
competed this weekend at Pineview are as
follows:
)8ZW"ÅZ[\XTIKM_MV\\W2WMa*MZ\PQI]UM
from Cedar, Minn., Jordan Seward from Rockford, Ill. placed second and third place went to
Olijuwan Davis also from Rockford, Ill.
Women’s Elite: Dominique Daniels from
/QTJMZ\)ZQbXTIKMLÅZ[\[MKWVLXTIKM_MV\
\W)TIQVI0MVLMZ[WVNZWU:]Ja6M_AWZS
and third place went to Ashley Lynch from
2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:
Jacksonville, Fla.
*5@ ?WUMV¼[ -TQ\M \WX ÅVQ[PMZ[ NZWU
Men’s Elite: Denxel Stein from Desoto,
<M`I[XTIKMÅZ[\_PQTM6QK4WVOWN 4ISM[QLM TMN\ \W ZQOP\" )TIQVI 0MVLMZ[WV XTIKML
Calif. placed second and third place went to [MKWVL,WUQVQY]M,IVQMT[XTIKMLÅZ[\
IVL)[PTMa4aVKPXTIKML\PQZL
Dennison Smith of Lutz, Fla.

6&68$WKOHWH3URßOH

Maiers dreams of becoming a coach
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

6QKS5IQMZ[\PMWVTaTMN\PIVLMLXQ\KPMZQV0][Sa
baseball, wants to help people become better.
¹0QOP[KPWWTJI[MJITTW]ZOWIT_I[\WUISMaW]Zself better or someone else better every single day,” Maiers
said, “it is a nice thing to live by . . . always be one step
ahead if you are trying to be better.”
At present, Maiers said he is trying to improve is ac-

+0:1;<1)6*=:;+0;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Nick Maiers practicing his pitch at Rivers Edge
JI[MJITTÅMTLQV?IQ\M8IZS

curacy and being able to challenge hitters.
As for helping others he explained that he will pick up
team mates after they make a mistake in a positive way and
not let what they did wrong get to them.
Maiers started playing baseball when he was three years
old.
0MXTIaMLIOIUMKITTML*IU*IU*ITT
“It was like daycare,” Maiers said with a laugh and
added it was basically unorganized baseball.
?PMVPM_I[Å^MaMIZ[WTLPM[\IZ\MLXTIaQVOJI[MJITT
for Waite Park teams where his dad coached him until he
was 15 years old.
“Sometimes after a practice he would lay into me,”
Maiers said.
0MLM[KZQJMLPQ[NI\PMZI[XTIaQVOIVIK\Q^MXIZ\WN PQ[
sports, coaching as well as attending games when he wasn’t
the coach.
“As the coach he was a model to look at and I know my
friends looked up to him too,” Maiers said.
When Maiers was 12 years old, his Waite Park baseball
team went to the World Series in Aberdeen, Maryland.
¹1\_I[\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PI\IVaaMIZWTL\MIU_MV\º
Maiers said.
5IQMZ[[IQL\PMÅMTL_I[QV+IT:QXSMV¼[JIKSaIZLIVL
the team was able to hang out with Cal and Billy Ripken.
The stadium was the Baltimore Orioles AAA stadium.
“It was jaw dropping . . . you realize what those guys
play in everyday and it was unbelievable,” Maiers said.
Maiers played hockey and baseball throughout high
school for the Crusaders.
Attending Cathedral was expensive, Maiers said, but
his grandparents made it possible by paying his tuition.
“I wouldn’t be where I am today without my family,”
Maiers said. “Attending Cathedral has directed me to
where I am today.”
As for college, Maiers admitted he was unsure if he
would attend college or not.
“I didn’t know what to do, I wanted to go to college
and I also wanted to see where I could go with hockey,”
Maiers said.
“I didn’t have any thoughts of playing college baseball.
I was going to play D3 college hockey or go to juniors and
not go to college,” Maiers said.
During his senior year of high school, college baseball
coaches started talking to the pitcher and talked him into
considering college baseball.
“I was in the baseball mode at the time ‘cause it was
baseball season, and I haven’t regretted it,” Maiers said.
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Nick Maiers tossing a baseball while standing on
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Maiers said his favorite part about baseball is that it is
different every day.
“One day you could have an awful day and the next
you have the best game of your life,” Maiers said.
Sports and recreation management is the major Maiers
has chosen but he admits he might switch to marketing.
“I like interacting with people . . . I’ve always liked
sports but if I go into that major [marketing] I’d have more
options in life,” Maiers said.
0MIT[W\PQVS[\PI\SVW_QVOQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\UIZSM\ing will help his success wherever he goes.
As for a career after college, Maiers said he would still
like to coach.
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baseball at the Whitney Center.
“Best part of coaching is watching them succeed and
have fun,” Maiers said. “Watching the high school hockey
team . . . come into the locker room and jump around and
scream was a lot of fun and brought me back to when I
could do that.”
Whether he is a coach or not Maiers said he wants to
help people.
“I want to help people get better every day whether it
is coaching or whatever business I fall into, just trying to
make a person better,” Maiers said.

Fischer divulges mischievous childhood stories
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

“Enjoy life and have as much fun as you can, learn
from your mistakes,” Kyle Fischer, a SCSU baseball player,
said.
A lesson Fischer may have learned was about two weeks
IOW¹1\_I[\PMÅZ[\\QUMIVLXZWJIJTa\PMTI[\\QUM_ISM
boarding,” Fischer said. While wake boarding Fischer
broke his toe and has to wear a brace that looks like a
moon boot. Fischer must wear the brace for four more
weeks.
Growing up Fisher learned from other mistakes his twin
brother and him made. Fischer explained that life was fun
OZW_QVO]XIVLPM_W]TLIT_Ia[ÅVL[\]NN \WLW_PQKP
usually got him into trouble.
“We weren’t the ones to listen to the rules very often
IVL_M_MZMIT_Ia[ÅOP\QVOMIKPW\PMZº.Q[KPMZ[IQL
A time that Fischer remembers vividly was at a baseball
ÅMTL\PI\_I[IPITN UQTMNZWUPQ[PW][M0Q[\_QVJZW\PMZ
and he walked there to watch a game. There was a rain
delay during the game.
¹5aJZW\PMZIVL1ZIVW]\WV\W\PMÅMTLIVLZIV
around sliding in the mud puddles,” Fisher said. It was a
lot of fun but got him into a lot of trouble with their parents Fisher explained with a chuckle.
“Our childhood was not boring, we always wandered
off and made our parents very patient,” Fisher said.
Fisher also has a younger brother that was adopted

from the Ukraine at the age of one.
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family,” Fisher said. “The weird part is that he looks just
like my dad.”
Fischer explains that family friends will forget that he is
adopted because he looks so much like his dad.
Baseball has always been part of the Fischer family.
Fischer’s dad played college baseball for Saint John’s and
Fischer’s mom played softball throughout high school.
“The best moment came when my dad was coaching the team my brother and I played on and we went to
nationals in Kansas,” Fischer said.
)N\MZ_I\KPQVO\PMKWTTMOM?WZTL;MZQM[NWZ\PMÅZ[\
time Fischer explained that from that moment on he has
always wanted to play college baseball.
“I went to UMD in Duluth for one semester and transNMZZMLLW_V\W;+;=º.Q[KPMZ[IQL0Q[ZMI[WV[_MZMQ\
was closer to home and his brother was at SCSU and said
he loved it. Fisher said he is glad to be where he is at now
at SCSU.
“My twin brother plays for SCSU... you always have
someone to push you and neither one wants the other one
to get to far ahead of the other one,” Fischer said about
having his brother on the same team.
“I never really thought about what I wanted to do and
when I got to college I was lost,” Fischer said about his
UIRWZ0MLMKQLML\WUIRWZQVI\PTM\QK\ZIQVQVOIVL[IQL
that so far he likes it. As for a career after college Fischer
said he would like to continue on with baseball.
“I think every person’s goal on the team is to go to

the next level but I think that everyone realizes that that
chance is pretty small so you need a solid plan B,” Fischer
said.
Fischer would also like to travel after college but exXTIQV[\PI\PM_QTTJMPMZMNWZI\W\ITWN Å^MaMIZ[
“I am in no hurry to get out of college and I have acKMX\ML\PI\1_QTTJMPMZMNWZÅ^MaMIZ[º.Q[KPMZ[IQLWN PQ[
college career.
“I like college even though I have zero money most of
the time I still have fun,” Fisher said.
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Park.

